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ABSTRACT

In the bio-molecular field of Liquid-crystalline, the stacked lipid bilayers phase represents an extensive issue. It was proven that

in addition to the typical smectic order, multi-component multilayer membranes could present columnar order arising from the

coupling of two-dimensional intralayer phase separation. Interlayer smectic ordering distributes across hundreds of membrane

lamellae, resulting in long-range alignment of phase-separated domains. In the current paper, the self-ordering of the sample

over time is investigated by dynamic speckle pattern analysis. Temporal alteration of the sample is associated with changes

in the intensity and contrast of the speckle pattern. We have used different factors, including motion history, co-occurrence,

and time history speckle pattern, to examine the structure evolution of lipid mixtures, which are done by sequence images of

speckle pattern over time. Roughness parameters inclusive of skewness and kurtosis of speckle pattern were investigated that

are related to the domain size evolution of the sample. It is shown that the activity is decreasing by increasing the cholesterol

content and inertia moment is inversely proportional with the growth of domain formation. The experimental setup, data

recording, and data analysis are presented too.

1 Introduction

Multilayer lipid membranes are essential to life, perform many essential functions in biology, and regulate many cellular

processes1. Multilayered lipid membranes have a variety of functional advantages over single-lipid membranes, such as to

organize processes spatially, significantly increase membrane protein concentration because of an increase in surface area,

and compartmentalize molecules2. Lipid bilayers composed of a ternary mixture of lipids, including sphingomyelin (SM),

unsaturated phospholipid, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos- phocholine (DOPC), and cholesterol (Chol). In bio-membranes,

this kind of raft or domains for signaling activities is being used. For example, aligning the ion channels is because of ion

channels localized in liquid-ordered (Lo) and aligned domains3. The alignment of domains across several bilayers may be

useful in the functionality of single bilayer coupling. Phase separation into coexisting liquid-disorder (Ld) and Lo phases

occur at temperatures below a miscibility transition temperature. The Ld and Lo phases are enriched in phase consisting

primarily of unsaturated DOPC and enriched in Chol and SM designated, respectively. Using such bilayers, an insight into

Chol-mediated phase separation has been gained4–7. The SM and Chol tend to form a Lo phase, and the accumulation of

unsaturated phospholipids in a liquid-disordered phase, where the chains do not pack in a straight all-trans conformation,

results in a phase transition. These roughly spherical domains appear to have important consequences in biological systems

by bringing together sets of functionally interacting proteins8. The Ld and Lo phases transition can be seen as lipid bilayer

model membranes containing a single lipid species. Membranes with a mixture of lipid species can undergo phase separation to

facilitate the membrane trafficking enhancer protein insertion into the membrane. Investigation of phase separations yields

information about interactions among lipid molecules9. A continuous columnar arrangement across many bilayers is formed

by domains in stacked membranes aligned on top of each other. An increase in the size of domains with the number of

stacked layers, proportional to the samples’ thickness, results from the interlayer coupling between lamellae. Promoting

domain-domain coalescence occurs over time when inter-lamellar coupling aligns vicinity domains as soon as smaller domains

form independently within each bilayer when the membrane stacks are prepared10, 11.

The Chol effects were investigated in a lot of studies from different points of view, such as solubility of cholesterol in

lipid membranes12 and interaction of common drugs and Chol in lipid bilayers13. Chol and lipid rafts have been signified



T-cell activation14, 15 and HIV entry into T-cells by membrane fusion16. The Chol with both increasing mechanical strength

and decreasing permeability plays a pivotal role in modulating the physicochemical properties of bio-membranes. Chol also

can play the same position in vesicle-based delivery systems, including liposome-based drug delivery systems. However, its

position in the partitioning of drug molecules to lipid membranes is poorly identified1. In general, Chol can modify the physical

properties of a lipid membrane. Chol changes the mechanical property and morphology of lipid bilayers17. The presence

of Chol increases the mechanical strength of the lipid bilayer18–21, which leads to increased stability and decreases inactive

permeability to water, ions, and small polar molecules22–27.

Using digital holographic microscopy (DHM) for phase separation phenomena show this alignment and interlayer coupling

by investigating the relative height changes. Recently, the coupling between intralayer phase separations and interlayer liquid

crystal ordering in multicomponent membranes was studied, and DHM provided the information of area and volume evolution

of lipid domains. It is shown that the volume and height follow the power law as the area3, 28.

In biological science and medicine, several qualitative and quantitative techniques are exploited to assess the properties of

the dynamic phenomenon at different scales for both basic science and clinical applications. One of the methods can be DHM

to investigate the lipid bilayer examinations under different conditions of thermal and humidity situations. Besides, atomic

force microscopy (AFM) is another method to measure the characteristic of different kinds of cells, which is expensive and

destructive. The lipid bilayers’ planar nature makes them a perfect sample for examination by AFM. Lipid phases can be

detected by the AFM because of changes in bilayer thickness stemming from the differences in acyl chain packing29. Another

method to examine the biological phenomenon can be considered by optical coherency tomography (OCT)28, 30–32. In spite

of being fluorescent probes highly versatile in reporting on the membrane structure, its function possibility interacts with the

membrane and becomes problematic in the measurement.

Here we are going to investigate the phase separation by dynamic speckle pattern analysis. The advantage of DHM and

speckle analysis is non-invasive and non-contact. Moreover, the dynamic speckle pattern is less expensive and gives more

information related to more parameters which are different from DHM. The dynamic speckle phenomenon is produced when

light from a coherent source is scattered by samples with time-dependent surface activity. This activity can be due to internal

or surface changes of the sample, such as particle movements, etc., causing random changes of speckle intensity. Biological

samples show this behavior when they are illuminated with a laser. However, there are other dynamic processes where this

behavior is also observed [46]. As stated, during phase separation, the domain surfaces are changing due to coalescence,

thus giving dynamic surfaces. This activity could be due to domain motions. Immediately after the initial domain formation

and coalescence, the dynamic of speckle will start. The sample preparation and experimental procedure are presented in the

materials and methods section. To examine the domain formation and its coalescence in multi-component lipids, we have

studied different parameters including, time history speckle pattern (THSP), co-occurrence matrix (COM), inertia moment

(IM), roughness parameters, including kurtosis and skewness, and motion history image (MHI) in various concentrations that

be explained in the results and discussion section. Examine these parameters for different Chol concentrations will make clear

the relation between activity and different Chol concentrations.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample preparation
The samples we used for membrane multi-lamellar are nonuniform mixture systems consisting of single lipid mixtures

composed of Chol, sphingomyelin (SM), unsaturated phospholipid, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), as

putative raft-forming ternary. The lipid multi-bilayers are prepared on the surface of clean and dry glass slide substrates. To

prepare the lipid multi-bilayers, we have purchased the powder form of the lipid from Avanti™ and then dissolve the powder

using chloroform. Droplets with a volume of 1 to 5 µl of the prepared solution were put onto the cleaned glass substrate. The

samples were kept in a vacuum overnight until all of the chloroform was evaporated and then were incubated for 48 to 72 h at

50◦C to 60◦C in an environment with a relative humidity of 98%. In each experiment, by quick immersion of the dried plaques

of multi-lamellar lipids in deionized bulk water, the phase separation regime is achieved from quenching the homogeneous

phase’s high temperature. In order to investigating phase separation, we varied Chol concentration in equimolar mixtures of SM

and DOPC systematically (1:1 SM/DOPC + xChol; x = 10–30% (molar)). These lipid mixtures are known to phase-separate

into two coexisting liquid phases when organized as single bilayers under their miscibility transition temperature.

2.2 Experimental procedure

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental procedure for recording dynamic speckle patterns. The laser beam (He-Ne

Laser, 632.8 nm, 5 mW) is expanded by the beam expander BE, then the speckle pattern produced by diffuser D (Thorlabs,

DG05-120-MD) is reflected by mirror M on the sample through the condenser (Thorlabs, CSC2001, Achromatic, NA=0.78,

WD=6.6 mm). The sample is immediately moved to the microscopy stage after immersion in humidity and temperature for

48-72 hours. The domains are formed and evolved in time. The generated speckle patterns are pass through the microscope
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental setup schematically for dynamic speckle capture; Sh: shutter, BE: beam expander, D: Diffuser, M:

mirror, C: Condenser, S: Sample, MO: Microscope Objective, L: collecting lens. (b) Speckle patterns of domain evolution over

times.

objective MO (Olympus, 40X, Plan Achromat, NA=0.65, WD=0.6 mm) and recorded by a digital camera (DCC1545M,

Thorlabs, 8-bit dynamic range, 5.2 µm pixel pitch) with a collecting lens (L). L has a focal length of 50 mm. The digital

camera is set to record 1280×1024 pixels under its central region with an exposure time of 0.22 ms. The speckle patterns are

recorded in video format for 90 seconds with a 25 fps frame rate. It should be noted that the He-Ne laser possesses adequate

coherency and stability. The laser is turned on at least half an hour before the operation to ensure intensity stability, which is

highly significant in speckle analysis. Using the shutter (Sh), the exposure time of the sample is controlled.

In order to ensure the low effect of noise, such as vibration, time-dependent contaminants in optical elements, and

background environmental light, a controlling experiment is conducted. For control data, the experimental conditions such as

temperature are kept constant and the specimen is fixed. Since only a part of the specimen area is owned by the lipid specimen,

an empty area in the vicinity of the specimen, is taken as a reference area. The speckles analysis procedures that are presented

in this paper is applied to the reference data. The results of the controlling experiment are presented in Supplementary Material.

2.3 Numerical processing

An encouraging optical method for evaluating biological processes is dynamic laser speckle. A beneficial description of the

surface properties of the sample is provided through dynamic speckle analysis in the characterization procedure field. Different

analysis results could reveal the sample’s activity, particularly in biomaterials, which facilize quantitative and qualitative

information on the processes making dynamic changes in the sample under examination. The objectivity of the present research

is to characterize the phase separation activity of ternary lipids mixture as a function of time. The recorded speckle patterns

are numerically processed, and multiple useful statistical parameters defined in this section are calculated33, 34. Illuminating

an active object by a laser causes dynamics speckle patterns. The static speckle pattern is possible when the wavelength and

intensity of the laser are stable, and also sample has no movement. Therefore, when the wavelength and the intensity of the

laser are stable, mobility detected by the dynamic laser speckle in biomaterials is due to their internal feature, for example,

growth and cell division, biochemical reactions, water-related activities, as well as scaffold activity detection35–41. In phase

separation of domains, the activity-related measurements, which can be in terms of coalescing of domains, are associated with

the interlayer alignment of intralayer domains’ structure of multi-component lipids3, 28. We name the mentioned structural
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variations as “domain–domain coalescence activities”. The time history speckle pattern (THSP) is a two-dimensional matrix

that representing the time evolution of a set of M points, so-called image datapack points, in sequential speckle patterns, where

M represents the number of points in the THSP matrix, which is equal to the raws number of the image in the datapack. Also,

the THSP has N columns, where N represents the number of images in the datapack. Thereby, a raw of the THSP matrix show

this set of points in a speckle pattern, while its columns show the time evolution. From the initial pattern, the set of M points is

randomly chosen to reconstruct the first column of the THSP matrix. The corresponding points in successive patterns are used

for constructing the other columns of the THSP matrix.

The THSP provides a graphical sign of the sample activity level that the higher the THSP line variation represents the higher

activity of the sample under study42. The concept of the THSP is the foundation of numerical results exemplary co-occurrence

matrix (COM), inertia moment (IM), and so on. In addition, several parameters can be investigated independently of using the

THSP, such as motion history image (MHI), roughness parameters (kurtosis, skewness, etc.), contrast, and homogeneity related

to activity types43.

COM is an intermediary matrix, which evaluated the dispersion of successive pixels in a THSP of M points monitoring by

N speckle patterns. COM demonstrates a transition intensities histogram:

COM(i, j) =
M

∑
m=1

N−1

∑
n=1











1, if THSP(m,n) = i

and THSP(m,n+1) = j,

0, otherwise.

(1)

IM is considered as statistical and numerical activity indicator that is calculated by Eq. 1:

IM = ∑
i

∑
j

COM(i, j)

∑m COM(i,m)
|i− j|2. (2)

In order to reduction of the inhomogeneities effect in the analyzed images, the normalization is applied in a way that the

sum of values in each line of the COM equal to 1. The inertia moment’s name is derived from the mechanical resembling of

this operation.

The average alternation of intensities to mean value of data is defined as RP1, while definition the standard deviation of the

distribution is the root mean square of intensities (RP2):

RP1 =
1

P Q

P

∑
p=1

Q

∑
q=1

|I(p,q)−〈I(p,q)〉|, (3)

RP2 =

[

1

P Q

P

∑
p=1

Q

∑
q=1

[I(p,q)−〈I(p,q)〉]2
]

1
2

, (4)

where P and Q are the horizontal and vertical sizes of the speckle patterns, p and q count the pixel numbers, and I is the

intensity all over the speckle patterns RP1. The RP1 is called the average roughness. These metrics can be used to providing a

general distribution roughness estimation. Equivalent, skewness, RP3, and kurtosis, RP4, are other usual roughness parameters

that can be used to evaluate the samples:

RP3 =
1

P Q R3
P2

P

∑
p=1

Q

∑
q=1

[I(p,q)−〈I(p,q)〉]3 , (5)

RP4 =
1

P Q R4
P2

P

∑
p=1

Q

∑
q=1

[I(p,q)−〈I(p,q)〉]4 . (6)

According to the definition of RP3, which is the third moment of the deviation from the mean value, it is a measure of the

symmetry’s degree related to the intensities distribution. Positive skewness represents a “peaky” distribution, while negative

skewness represents a superiority of valleys, i.e., low intensities. On the other hand, RP3 = 0 represents symmetric intensity

distribution of surface. The parameter that measures the distribution sharpness all over the pattern is kurtosis, RP4. Kurtosis is

the indicator of the intensity distribution width44. Another parameter that is related to the activity of the samples is the Motion

History Image (MHI). It is used to characterize movements within a row of images in time. The MHI indicates a static pattern

that the pixel intensity is a function of the recent image sequence motion and contains the fundamental information in order

to determine the motion of the object during the activity45, 46. MHI has been used profoundly for visualizing the perfusion

changes locations during different stimuli47. Furthermore, MHI finds out the object’s motion depends on the pixel’s timestamps
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Figure 2. Time history speckle pattern (THSP) for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, and (c) 30% Chol. THSP formed by tracking 100

random points throughout a collection of 810 speckle patterns of lipid (image datapack points). Speckle pattern recorded every

second while domain evolution.

Figure 3. 3D plot and 2D map of co-occurrence matrix (COM) of the associated THSPs in Fig. 2 for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, and

(c) 30% Chol.

through a set of images according to a motion sequence. For analyzing the MHI as input data, datapack is used, which is a 3D

matrix created by grouping intensity matrices. The sequential object images showing changes are compared using the following

subtraction:

Sk = Ik − Ik−1, (7)

where Ik and Ik−1 are the grayscale images in the moments k and k−1. Meanwhile, the resulting image (Sk) is the silhouette of

two consecutive images. A threshold must be applied for each pixel (m,n) as follows:

Tk(m,n) =

{

1 i f |Sk(m,n)|>U

0 i f |Sk(m,n)|6U,
(8)

where Tk(m,n) is the threshold image of Sk at each moment k, and U is the activity threshold parameter. Therefore, MHI

considers the pixel activity that has an intensity larger than U . Finally, the motion history of the object is therefore recorded by

the MHI procedure, in the instant k, through Eq. (9):

MHI = 255
N

∑
l=0

Tk−l hl , (9)

the value of hl is equal to:

hl =
N − l

M
, (10)

where the hl value is the weighting parameter that is based on the image’s age, and M = N(N +1)/2.
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Figure 4. Inertia moment (IM) of lipid samples’ THSP as a function of time for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30% Chol. The

power-law function is fitted on each graph.

3 Results and discussion

After recording the speckle pattern of domain evolution, we have analyzed the speckle image sequence derived from the

recorded movies. As it is shown in Fig. 1(b), while the domains are coalescing, the speckle patterns change. This evolution

is because of phase separation in the stacked lipid bilayer. Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the THSP matrices for samples

with different Chol content (concentrations of Chol combined with the lipid sample). THSPs are built by putting together

the intensity of 100 random pixels throughout a collection of 810 speckle patterns. The fluctuations in the intensity of the

pixels will be the result of the activity of lipids related to coalescing. As the increasing percentage of Chol concentration, the

amplitude of the intensity of horizontal lines decreases, which indicates the relatively lower activity of the lipid by adding Chol

concentration of the solution. In 30% and higher Chol concentration, the THSP pattern approaches a structure with relatively

uniform intensity and shows less activity.

Moreover, for better understanding, the change in the lipids’ activity, the associated COM matrices of the samples are

calculated at the aforementioned Chol concentration. Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the 3D plot and 2D map of COM matrix

of the THSPs of lipid’s domain evolution (indicated in Fig. 2), at 10%,20%, and 30% Chol, respectively. The original images

are 8-bit, and due to lack of data, the axes are limited to 200. Figure 3 shows that by increasing the Chol, the width of the

pattern through the diagonal elements is increased and also shows a lower peak value is an indication of lower activities during

domain coalescing. Accordingly, the distributions around the principal diagonal, non-zero elements of the COM matrices

represent the evolution of the sample with different Chol concentrations. To provide a quantitative assessment of the spread of

the COM values around the principal diagonal as an activity indicator for the lipid samples, the IM values of several samples

are computed as a function of time. Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) show the IM value of the lipids during 90 s for 10%, 20%, and

30% Chol, respectively. It should be noted that in Fig. 4, each point is the average value of IM for two seconds intervals. IM

is defined as summation on the squared row distance to the principal diagonal of THSP; therefore, it is the right quantitative

illustration to the “cloudiness”, such as the amount of data spreading of COM distribution around its principal diagonal. The

larger width is proportional to higher activity. Figure 4 shows the decreasing IM values and activity of the lipid samples in

various concentrations at different times. The decrease of the IM is an indication of lower activity that can be attributed to the

less mobility due to big domain size resulting in domain-domain coalescence. It is clear in Fig. 4, there is a general downward

change as a function of time. Moreover, It has shown that the average area of domains is increasing over time3, 28, which makes

the surface more uniform and causes a decrease in the roughness of the sample or IM value. Therefore, we believe that the

change of IM is proportional to the inverse of the growth of domain formation. In order to prove it, a power-law function is

fitted on IM graphs in Fig. 4. The exponent is about -0.9, in which the positive exponent is in agreement with the reported

value3. According to reports, the temporal evolution of the average area of domains in bilayers follows the universal growth

law, h ∼ t2n, and the growth exponent, n, is 1/3 < n < 1/23, 28.

The lipid activity and coalescence are associated with the surface structure that is given by surface roughness. Here we

examined the roughness parameters by calculating the kurtosis and skewness for the samples. Kurtosis and skewness values are

generally interpreted together. For a sample with 20% Chol, the kurtosis parameter for 1s, 30s, 60s, and 90s time intervals are

shown in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d), respectively. Also, the skewness parameter for 1s, 30s, 60s, and 90s time intervals are
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Figure 5. (a), (b), (c), and (d) Temporal speckle kurtosis matrix of 20% Chol. (e), (f), (g), and (h) Temporal speckle skewness

matrix of 20% Chol.

Figure 6. (a) Average kurtosis, and (b) Average skewness of 100 speckle patterns of lipid surface as a function of time at 20%

Chol.

shown in Figs. 5(e), 5(f), 5(g), and 5(h), respectively.

In order to reduce the computational time, a portion of the original speckle pattern with 64 by 64 pixels is selected for

calculations. The blue pixels in which indicating less activity, are increased over time. It is obvious that the changes in skewness

are greater than kurtosis.

For better demonstration, the average value of the kurtosis and skewness are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.
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Figure 7. The intensity profile of two speckle patterns and corresponding intensity histograms at two different times, (a) t=10s

and (b) t=90s, illustrate positive and negative skewness respectively.

Figure 8. Motion history image (MHI) for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30% Chol. Each MHI was generated from a stack of speckle

pattern images.

The same behaviour for kurtosis and skewness for different Chol concentrations were observed. Each error bar is obtained by

calculating the kurtosis and skewness values over 100 speckle patterns. The variation of kurtosis and skewness shows that the

surface of the samples’ gets smoother in longer times due to the domain coalescence and enlarging the domains.

Figure 7 shows the profile of the speckle pattern at the first and final time and corresponding intensity distributions. In 48, 49,

it is illustrated that in a dynamic surface, by increasing the number of bright pixels, the roughness of the surface is decreasing.

The profiles of the speckle patterns in Fig. 7 clearly show that at the beginning the number of bright pixels are less and then

becomes larger at last. Figure 7(a) and 7(b) show the lower bright pixels (positive skewness) and the higher bright pixels

(negative skewness), respectively. For quantitative purposes, it seems the same interpretation can be presented by calculating

the skewness. The behaviour of skewness of the speckle pattern in Fig. 6(b), shows that at the beginning it is positive then

becomes negative at last. Therefore, we believe, the skewness of the speckle pattern is a good parameter to show the evolution

of the surface roughness.

Figure 8 shows the MHI images generated from a stack of speckle patterns. During increasing the concentration of Chol,

there is an effect that could be detected by following the MHI maps. MHI is a method used to recognize motion within a row of

images through time. In the MHI maps, the background was illustrated in blue, and the higher density of dots demonstrated a

great change in the activity, while the smaller density of dots presented low activity. According to Fig. 8, the motion of domains

or activity decreased by increasing the concentration of Chol, as well as shows the movement of the domain while coalescing.

Therefore, by following the MHI images, it becomes possible to demonstrate the surface activity and domain evolutions over

time.

In Supplementary Material, Figs. S1-S3, we have also presented a similar investigation of THSP, COM, MHI, IM, and
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roughness parameters for controlling the experiment.

4 Conclusion

The dynamic speckle analysis has been used for measuring the self-ordering epitaxial films of stacked lipid bilayers. Different

factors such as time history, co-occurrence, inertia moment, roughness parameters, and motion history image of speckle patterns

have been used to show the rate of activity over time and also at different the Chol concentration. It is observed that less activity

happens at higher concentrations in which predict the liquid-liquid coexistence is abandoned at higher Chol concentrations (x >

40%). According to the results, we suggest that the change of inertia moment can be proportional to the inverse of the growth

of domain formation and the trend of these changes is related to the temporal evolution of the average area of domains. Also,

we believe that the skewness of the speckle pattern is a good parameter to show the roughness evolution of the surface.
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) Experimental setup schematically for dynamic speckle capture; Sh: shutter, BE: beam expander, D:
Diffuser, M: mirror, C: Condenser, S: Sample, MO: Microscope Objective, L: collecting lens. (b) Speckle
patterns of domain evolution over times.



Figure 2

Time history speckle pattern (THSP) for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, and (c) 30% Chol. THSP formed by tracking 100
random points throughout a collection of 810 speckle patterns of lipid (image datapack points). Speckle
pattern recorded every second while domain evolution.

Figure 3

3D plot and 2D map of co-occurrence matrix (COM) of the associated THSPs in Fig. 2 for (a) 10%, (b)
20%, and (c) 30% Chol.



Figure 4

Inertia moment (IM) of lipid samples’ THSP as a function of time for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30% Chol. The
power-law function is �tted on each graph.

Figure 5

(a), (b), (c), and (d) Temporal speckle kurtosis matrix of 20% Chol. (e), (f), (g), and (h) Temporal speckle
skewness matrix of 20% Chol.



Figure 6

(a) Average kurtosis, and (b) Average skewness of 100 speckle patterns of lipid surface as a function of
time at 20% Chol.

Figure 7

The intensity pro�le of two speckle patterns and corresponding intensity histograms at two different
times, (a) t=10s and (b) t=90s, illustrate positive and negative skewness respectively.

Figure 8

Motion history image (MHI) for (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30% Chol. Each MHI was generated from a stack of
speckle pattern images.
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